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Abstract
Enpirical study of the biological and behavioral determinants of child sur
vival ma.y proceed in two directions: either to estirrate the reduced form rela
tionships between child survival and variables that are assumed to be exogenous
to the b:>useholds' many cooices; or to estimate both the behavioral dem:md
equations for health inputs and the biological production function linking
health inputs to child survival. The reduced-fonn equation for child survival
may be estimated without iirposing a great deal of structure on the problem,
whereas the biological production function for child survival can only be
e.stimated after rrore structure is inposed, because in the presence of health
heterogeneity, self-selected health inputs will be correlaterl with the child's
unobserved biological health endownent. To eliminate the bic.tS due to
self-selected inp.its and· heterogeneity, ·a two-stage estirration· procedure is·
outlined thz1t estimates first the health inp.it demand equations, and then
~- estimates consistently.~ health production function by sinultaneous equations
methods. Ih the estimation of either the reduced-form equation or the health
inp.it and production relationships, it is valuable to have data collected both
for a sanple of. individuals of households and on prioes, programs, and
characteristics of the cormunities in which thesemuseh:>lds are locat€rl.
Cormunity aggregate variables on prices, wages, Programs, and environmental
conditions are essential for the analysis, because they are outside the control
of the household, and hence, they·are legitimately treated as exogenous
instruments.

Errpirical studies of child survival make use of many t.yp;s of infornation
and are guided by many research paradigms.

Statistical analyses of the d=ter

minants of child survival may deal with observations on regional corrlitions

am

pop.uation aggregates, characteristic s of systematically selected pop.ilations
such

as

those encountered in a clinical practice, or data from representative

household surveys on children and families.
.

.

Epidemiological. research often neasures the direct association between
.
.

inputs to health, such as nutrition and medical care, and health outcomes, such
as ·child rorbidity, disability, and uortality. Econanic research, on the other
band, generally evaluates

how: the :5::onstraint:s ori peoples'

opportunities are

viorallysareof the
affectingbeha
with child health, presumililyby
associated
.
..
.
·.·

.

.

.

direct inputs. '1're p.1rpose of· this· paper is to show why the former dir.ect association of health. inp.its and an iooividual's health is a statistically biased
and potentially misleading indicator of the corresponding causal ef.fect. '!his

.~ bias arises because ~ple are essentially different in their health endow
·n-ents, and their use of health inputs tends to be affected by what they know

about their endowrne~t or heterogeneity.ll A stochastic franework is proposed ·
for studying jointly the biological determinants of health in the presence of
such heterogeneity,

am

the economically constrained selection of health_

inplts. Within this integrated framework the requirenents for nerging several

types of data and for maintaining various "structural" -assurrptions will becorre
clear. '!be goal is to estinate without bias both the underlying biological and
behavioral relationships that will allow one to assess the benefits of
"technology based health interventions" as well as the consequenres of
"socioeconomic change" that affects the prospects for child survival by
influencing peoples' OH?()rtunities and thereby their use of health related

2

in?Jts.
Information used in the study of child health is classified in Figure 1
aCCX>rding to whether the variable is viewed here as independent/exogenous or
dependent/endogenous, whether a variable is unobserved by the researcher, and
the appropriate level of aggregation, namely the h:>usehold or camunity. '!here
are t~ basic sources of data:

infornation from surveys or census records

(1)

on a representative sample of h>useholds and individuals and (2)
characteristics of regions where these individuals live, of markets.in which
they obtain and exchange goods and services, and of the.physical envirorurent

that constrains their.health

and

productive'()pportunit ies. · To inplenent a
..
·'

.

.

research design based on these data, it is necessary first to lay out the
conceptual franework guiding the research.

It is illportant then to .specify the .

structure and source of statistical disturbances. and unobserved factors that .
:

.

.

.

.

enter the central relationships, for these features of the problem suggest how

to estimate without bias the paran:eters in soma of these relationships.

General Framework for Estimating the Determj.rumts of ChiJ d He<Uth
The relationship between child nortality or riorbidity for the ±th m:>ther,

Yi, is assumed to be awroximately a linear function of a vector of proximate
biological inputs to child health, Ii, and a vector of persistent biological

endowrrents of the child, Bf,

and

a random disturbance, e11, and is hereafter

called a health "production function" (see Figure 2):
·•-

Yi= Coo+ c1Ii + C2Bi + e11,

where the e's are the pararreters of this linearized biological/technical

(1)

I'

Figure 1
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Figure 2
Flow Diagram of Factors Determfnirig Child·~ealth
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relationship.
The

Ii are chosen by the woman and her family to minimize Yi, and to

achieve other goals with her limited resources; Bi is again-the child's health

eooownellt, that conponent of child health due to either genetic or
environnental conditions which cannot be influenced by the family's behavior
but which is partially known to it, called health heterogeneity; the economic

encbomlents of the individual including human and nonhum:m capital, Ei1 the
..

.:.

.

.

.

· · · regional prices, ·programs. and environnental oonstraints, Xr; preferences, Pi,
.

:·

::-

.

· of ~·wman and her fainily; and ~i, astochasti.c disturbance that is
independent of the exogenous variables in Figure l:

(2)

· ·. This relationship between the use ·of he~ th inputs and all relevant exogenous
The para-n

variables is referred to as a reduced-form input demand function.

eters, a's, reflect behavioral responsiveness to socioeoonomic and biological
· constraints, as well as the parents' understanding of the health prcx1uction

function.
Fin~ly, there i.nplicitly exists reduced-form equations for the health out
cones that have the same argurrents as equation (2):

(3)
'·

tdlere the paraneters, b's, represent the cont>ined·effects of technological con-

straints and derrand behavior, for exarrple in this sinple linear nooel, b1 =
a1c1, and

bJ

= a3c1.

'!be parameters of these reduced-form equations (2) and (3) can be estimated
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ronsistently by standard statistical nethods, such as ordinar-.t least squares,
if the dependent variable is continuous and normally distributed, because the

inability of the researcher to observe preference (Pi) or biological erx3owrrents
(Bi) need not bias the remaining estimates. 'lhls follows from the comrentional
assurrption that tastes and biological endownents are distributed independently

of economic endowrrents, prices, programs, etc., nanely, Pi and Bi are
uncorrelated with Ei and Xr•
'lbe. estimation problem is to.obtain consistent estimates of the health pro

duction function (1) • Because the unobserved biological "rctriability in a
child's health endowrrent, say its frailty, may both increase the likelih:>od of
m:>rbidity (02 > 0) and increase the use of beneficial health ini;m:s (a2c1 < 0),
one expects c:x:>npensating resp:,nses in observed health inp.its for l<>w.
(unobserved} health endowrrents.

Direct estimation of the health production

function by standard epidemiological

methods

is unsuitable ln this case because

input use, I1, and health heterogeneity, Bi .are l~kely to be related. The
estimation problem p:,sed by heterogeneity in health endownents across a p:,pula
tion is likely to be m:>re serious in the evaluation of the effect of curative
health inputs for acute <X>nditions

and

less serious in evaluating the benefits

of long_ term preventive health measures.

As in the

conventioral sinultanea.1s

equations nodel, some instrurrental variable(s) is required that is indei;endent
of the biological endownent (Bi), but which will account for sane of the
variation in health inp.lt demands. '!be exclusion restriction that is needed to
identify statistically the production function parameters might be based on the
economic expectation that regional prices and health program:; influence health
inp.lt dem:mds, but

do

not enter directly as argunents in the production

function.21 In this paper, the identification restriction proposed is to
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assume that the input selecti on process (input demand equations) are
conditional on regional prices , etc. (Xr), but that regional prices are not in
the health production function. 'Ire Ireehanics of this two,-stage instrur rental

variab le estima tion of the health production functio n are illustr ated in the
lower panel of Figure 3. lllere are other nethods for estimating the
"struc tural" production function, such as by using panel data to estina te
direct ly the role of the individ ually persis tent biolog ical endowrients, i.e.,
--- - fixed or serial ly correla ted individ ual effect s. It ls prefera ble to use

-~clli tative structu ral m:xlel estima tes if the dependent variab le/is discre te,
such as toortal ity, or ~f the health outcome is dispro portion ately concentrated
at partic ular points , such as zero episodes of illnes s in the last nonth
(Manski and McFadden, 1981; Olsen and Wolpin, 1983) •
It may always be argued that inp:>rtant health inputs to the health
production function are omitted from any empirical study and they might be
._- ~rrela ted with the included inputs . ™s situati on also leads to biased
·- ·estimates of the effect s of the subset of proxin ate health determinants _that
can be observed and jointly analyzed (Grilic hes, 1957).

'Ibis omitted input _

problem may be seriou s in the case of child surviv al because the input.s that
might reasonably exert an effect on child surviv al are nunerous and diffic ult
-to quanti fy.

The toost one can do is try to rneasure and include all of the

major determinants, particu larly if toose determinants covary with the policy
interve ntions being evaluated. Wy true randomized experinental. design can
·free one of this ex>mplication.

With this introdu ction to the general franework, the next sectio n outlin es
b:>w the microeconomic approach to oousehold behavior helps one specif y the re
gional constr aints and individual economic endowrrehts. The following sectio n
shows h:Yw interac tions between the m:>ther's education and regional program ac
tivity may be used to evaluate distrib utiona l irrplic ations of policy .

, Figure 3
Alternative Strategies for Statistical Study of Merged Household and Regional Variables
Defined in Figure 1
Type of Relationship Represented
1.

Linear Approximation of
Relationship·

Unconditional or Reduced-Form
Demand Functions determining:
a.

Proximate determinant or Input
to Child Health (I)

Ii= aO + alEi +·s.2Bi

Sultable Statistical Technique for
Estimating Relationship
Single equation methods, such as
ordi.nary least squares regression
or fot' discrete dependent varia
bl~s logit or probit functions
tt1ight be estimated

+ a3Xr + a4Pi + a2i
b.

2.

Health Outcomes (Y) with
production and demand
parameters not separately iden
tified

Production Functions determining
health outcomes (Y), or a
demand function conditional
on the input choices (I) that
are not 13ystematically
correlated with biological
endowments (B) or preferences
(P)

Yi• bO.+ blEi + b2Bi
_+b3Xr + b4Pi + e3i
Yi• co+ clii + eli
where
A

A.

A

A,

Ii• ao + ~lE:l + a3Xr
and the a's are estimated
by standard methods as•in
la above.

Structural equation methods, such
as instrumental variable simultaneous
equation estimators

en
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Slbsequent sections consider data requirerrents and repor:t the errpirical
application of the rrethodology to the study of infant health determinants in
· the

United States. '!be final section recapitulates the main points of the

paper.

:the Microeconomic
Model of the Family
,.Microeoonomic analysis of family econanic.and denographic behavior rests on
the hypothesis that people allocate their time and other ~nomic resources in

response to the value of the tine of each family

IneIJber,

the

anount of the fam

ily's.nonhuman capital endownents, and the relative prices of the family's mar
tet inp.its and out.pits. The narketplace sets wage rates for various types of
labor, and thereby determines the value of the tine of th>se,persons working in
the market or hiring additional labor to supplerrent their own efforts within
the family's productive activities~ Despite the diversity in family and market

structures and the different degrees of coordination in production,
consunption, and reproduction within the family/household in different
societies, this greatly sinplified economic approach to the interrelated labor
market, dem:>graphic, and demand behavior of family'irenbers has provided a
useful framework for nuch ertpirical research in high- and low-income countries.
The economic framework suggests that families are likely to respond dif

ferently to variation in nrue and female wages. '!be wage rate paid to \tt"OIR.=n
relative to men is enphasized in family titre allocation studies as a relative
price for oouseoold

goods and

services that are prinarily produced by women.

ibe· care of children in many cultures conswres nuch of the tine of their noth

ers, and, therefore, an increase in the oi:p:>rtunity cost of women's tine rela
tive to man's is likely to increase the oi:p:>rtunity cost of children and child
care and thus depress fertility, even th:>ugh it provides the family with in
creased incorre opportunities. Consequently, the sirrplified rrodel of.oousehold
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economic and dem.?graphic demands provides some suggestive predictions for how
the

labor market is likely to affect the long run evolution of fertility

w

possibly child rrortality.
While good data are not always available on market
uen and wooen

wage opportunities

of

or the shadow value of tine of household workers, ~ • s

education-a close correlate of woiren's wages-is associated With decreases in
fertility and increases in child survival in both urban and rural areas in
countries at virtually all level~ of developnent. Rnnerous studies also confinn
the inportance of a uother 's education for understanding the survival rates of

her children even after the effect of hu$anct's .incone or education is. held
· constant (caldwell, 1979; Schultz, 1980; Cochrane et al., 198l; Farah and

Preston, 1982) .JI:· ~reover, education is a gocxr predictor of the probability
of interregional migration for wonen, as it is·for nen. Because nDst migratj_on
in low inoooe countries is from rural to urban areas, and rural oon:iitions

appear to favor higher child nortality, higher fertility, lower labor force
participation by wonen, and lower school enrollnent rates, the increased
probability that an educated woman will migrate from a rural to an urban region
reinforces the· tendencies for her to give her fewer children better health. arxl
greater educational opportunities. All of these changes in behavior associated
with increasing women's education lead to reinforcing inproverients in the

"quality• of the future p:>p.1lation or the human capital enbodied in the next
generation (Schultz, 1983). Understanding how another's education affects
child rortality is a priority issue for research.

Mother's F.ducation
Eoonomics suggests at least five distinct ways that a IIPther's education
might affect child health •.41 (1) F.ducation may affect the productivity or
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effectiveness of the health

ini;uts

used in the production of child health, as

hyp:.,thesized by Grossman (1972). 'lb.us, nore educated nothers may obtain nore
benefits from a given use of health services; higher "produ~ivity" would also
increase their denand for health services, because the nother's resources are
(2)

thereby effectively increased for allocation to any or all activities.
F.ducation may affect perceptions about the best allocation of the health

In this case, nore educated nothers would have healthier children be-

inplts.
.

.

.

cause theyhavebette r infornation on the optimal allocation of health resources, and thls are able to produce· health at lower rost. Moreover, such·
· riothers would be particularly advantaged where information on "best" input al
locations is scarce or oostly to acquire, as with new teclnologies.

tion may increase total family resources. Even where -wonen_

tetlC:1

(3) F.duca

not to work in

the market, Iix>re educated ·wonen-. may .· have greater market resources becalse, due

to assortative mating, they marry wealthier mm. Slch won-en might be expectErl

to invest n-ore resources in the production of child health.and tlus would have
healthier children.

(4) M:>re educated wonen may assign a higher value to their

· own time, particularly, but not only, if they work in the market and receive a

higher wage rate.

If m:>ther's t ~ isan essential "inpit" in the production

of child health, education could then be negatively related to the health of
children.

(5) F.ducation may residually affect preferences for child health

aoo

family size, given total resources, prices, and·teclnology.
'lb

ascertain precisely

row education affects child health, estinates are

needed of the actual technology associated with the production of health. Slch
estJmates require, as noted above, that all behavioral inp.its be observed for
each child-breastfe eding, nutrient intakes, use of medical services, ard so
on. In the prest:mce of heterogeneity in health endownents, information would
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also be required on prices of all inputs and on the oouseoold environrrent.

In

the absence of such reasonably o::mplete knowledge of the biological arii behav

ioral detenninants of child survival, it is still p)Ssible to learn about the
effects of p)licy interventions and to explore the distributional inplications

of policies by interacting regional p)licy variables with educational variables
in generalized reduced-form health equations (Figure 3, r<M lb).

Interactjons Betwef.n Public Program Interventions and Wucation
In the jiirgon of eoonomics, demand equations for health ieyµts are derived
from the maximization of oouseoold utility subject to the production functions
and the !Judget constraint. The denaoos for health inputs are explained by the

conventional types of exogenous variables-pric es, incone, education, age, the
local enviromrent, and the unobserved endowrrents of health. ~lie prograns may
play three distinct toles in. affecting health, and relate::lbehav:ior, through
the.demand equations:
l. 1tey·nay reduce the prices of the health inputs, direcily through sub
sidization of the goods or services or indirectly by increasing access to them,
thereby reducing the tine or travel costs to evaluate and use the service.
2.. They may provide .info~tion on how to produce health m;>re efficienily.
This might include information on new inp.tts or on efficient practices with
traditional i.np.lts-how long to breastfeed, how to sterilize baby fornula,.
etc.--which yield greater survival rates for a given expeooiture.
3. They may alter the health environnent, without directly affecting other
opportunities available to people. The control of nal.aria and era::lication of
smallpox are often cited as exarrples of exogenously introduced change in health
coooitions or technology that occurred for all persons living in an area,
-...... /..
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regardless of their economic status and educational attainrrent•.51
The behavioral framework suggests that programs which reduce the costs of

health inp.Its will lead to greater investnents in health and this greater sur
vival rates.

An

irrplication of the oousehold frarrework is that any program

which affects the cost of goods consumed, whether directly useful to the pro

duction of health or not,· may influence the demand for health inputs and this
indirectly affect health or survival. Tb.ls, prices of all major goods and certainly the prices of goods that are th>ught to be close COIIplerrents or substi
-~·tutes for child health belong,in· the

demand

equations for child health inputs.

The effects of program interventions may differ depending on the m:>ther's

education, acoording to the relative irrportance of the (five) roles of educa,

,

tion in affecting health and on the predominance of (1) the user subsidy or (2)
the productive information or (3) the disease era:Ucation effects of·the

programs. Table· 1 outlines the distributional consequences of these
i ~ssibilities•.61

F.stimates of·the effects of education and public health program; on child
health are likely to be misspecified,. if the interactions between education ~d
the health •infrastructure " are ignored. Moreover, while estin:ates of such

interactions, in the absence of information on the characteristic s of the

health production function, cannot conclusively pin down the m:>st inportant
roles either of·education or of the health programs in augnenting health, they
can eliminate sorre p:,ssibilities.1 1

·Iuplerrentation of

the

General Franewrk

. ~ general frarrework proposed here to structure study of child survival is
primarily a way to classify relationships and variables, but this taxon011¥ has

inp::>rtant inplications for oow variables should be·neasured. A distinction has
been

made between (1) technical or biological relationships that link inputs to

l~
~~

Table 1
Who Bene fits More from Health Program Inter vent ions,

According to the Roles of the Programs and of Mother's F.duc
ation
Roles of Health Prograns
Role of Mother's F.ducation

A. Information
Raises Techni
cal Effic iency

B.

Modem In-

"dy
put . · SIJbs
..
1.

Enoourages

Use

1.
2.

Increase Productivity of
Health Inpu ts

unknown

.

Unknown·.

c.

Inprovenent
in Heal thiness of Environ
nent

Less F.ducatoo

Reduce Costs of InfQrnation

on

Technology

,$:'-

Less F.ducated

More Educated

Less F.ducatoo

Unknown

More Educated

Less Educated

3.

Incre ase Family

4.

Incre ase Mother's Price of
1'im:.

Unknown

~ss F.ducated

More F.ducation

Affe ct Preferences for
Health

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

s.

Inco, re

....
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the production of health outcomes and (2) demand relationships that translate

individual preferences into the demand for consumption goods and intemediate
inputs, conditional on the technological or biological relationships, the pric
es of inputs and outputs, and the initial factor eooO\rr'rents, education and age

of the individual. '!be production functions contain little infonnation about
economic or dem:>graphic behavior, per se; they represent physical-technologica l
limitations of the hman environrrent and knowledge of bow to use this
_ •·envirorurent.

~ ..denarii

functions contain· the econanic core of the .m:xlel.

·. -~Strong assunptic>ns are usually

~

regarding the optimizing behavior of the

individual or the family in cl:X>ices·of eodhanic and dem>graphic bebavior,.over
a budget of given resources, wb:>se exchange values (prices} are fixed in the
.

.

marketplace, subject to technically fixed production possibilities.· Houseb:>ld
demand economics errbeds the traditional consuner demands for market produced
. goods into a b:>useb::>ld firm that also produces the basic conm>dities that sat

isfy. individual needs.

In our case, the b:>usehol.d produces the camodity of

child survival. The consuzrer's denands are th.ts exten3ed to enconpass
deuographic events that are quite different from market goods7 because there .is
no direct m:trket for children or for child health, the consumer II1.1St be her or
his own producer.
Few

researchers have given errpirical content to this distinction between

production technology and consuner demand. If the assunptions required to dis
entangle houseoold technology and consuner denands by tw-stage estimation pro-·
·cedures prove to be too restrictive, then another m::>re limited approach to stu
dying child survival can be pursued. The socioeconanic and enviromental. de
terminants of child survival can be directly estimated unconditional on
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production technology. 'lhf>..se unoonditional demand relationships are called
reduced-form denaoo equations for health (Figure 3, row lb), and they mix
togetj)er the underlying structural paraneters that characterize the production
functions and the coooitional input denand functions discussed earlier.
Estimation of these reduced-fonn demand equations loses track, h:)wever, of
the interesting linkages across input allocations and the specific details of

bouseh>ld prcx:luction processes. For exanple, \tdlat determines when an individ. ual adopts a child survival input, such as oral r~ration therapy, or b:>w

effective it will be when it is adopted? ()} the other hand, the reduced-fopn
health equations do i.IXlicate what

many policymakers want to know.

For instance,·

if the local wage rate for women increases in the labor mi;ket (i.e., there is
. a change in this mrket price); what will be the consequences for child
bed is added per thousand persons in a locality, (i.e.,
survival? If a hospital
..
,.,

the price of
.

·•.

sorre £oms of medical

,.

,,

,

,.

reduced), what will be the
care is
.
.

<X>nsequences for child survival in that region, and also for which groups of

parents in that locality will the increase in child survival be greatest? Not
only do reduced-fonn demand equations answer such questions, they can also be

• estimated without bias by standa~d mlltiple regression or nultiple logit/hazard
techniques. Consistent estimates are, th.ls, readily obtained at relatively low
cost from comronly available data, if one can forego the separation of
technological from behavioral paraneters.
1be controversial

aspect of this approach to studying the determinants of

houseoold eronornic and dem:>graphic behavior is in deciding precisely wiat types
of behavior are appropriately viewed a s ~ determined (i~e., emogenoos),
and

what variables are legitimately interpreted as predetermined, such as

market prices and individual eooowrrents (Figure 1).
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In principle, all forms of behavior that are influenced or cxmstrained by
b:>Useb:>ld production

and

consurtption can be treated as partially determined by

the equilibrium system of houseb:>ld demand behavior.

It is largely an err{Jiri

cal question whether the degree of influence of the demand determinants is sub
stantial or negligible .~ Of oourse an included explanatory variable may be

capturing the effect due to an omitted explanatory variable, or joint

and

sinultaneou s effects may be present, clouding any causal insight, or any of a

m.lilOOrof the other specificati on errorsooul d arise if the estinated nrxlel
..· ·$,·were wrong. But conditional on the specificati on of a mxlel, enpirical analysis
may proceed to determine whether the factors emphasized by-a theocy are in fact
helpful in explaining variation in behavioral outcones. ~
.

.

.

s,pecification and Measurerrent ·of variables···
Ole inportant insight of oouseholdeconornics is also a limitation to
pirical analysis of variation in child survival.
nomic

and

Many

em

forns of oouseh::>ld eco

deirographic behavior are viewed as endogenous to the broader, longer

teon set of cooices that include child health

and

survival. One en:logenoos

choice c:annot generally be used to "explain" another choice or related behav-;
ioral outoorre.lO/ First, a line nust be drawn at sane point in an individual 's
lifetime, before which events are treated as predetermined or exogenous for the
pirposes of looking at a specific set of subsequent outcones. For uooerstanding
the determinants of a couple's cooices with respect to labor supply, fertility,

or child health, one might draw the line when the couple is married. But their
· timing of marriage could

be

closely related to the later events under study

probably reflects·th e heterogeneous unooserved biological characteri stics

and

and

tastes of persons. Alternative ly, it nay be nore satisfactor y to select one sp:xise, say the
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woman, and treat her characte ristics as predetermined when she has conpleted
her childlx>od and schooling. The argunent for this specifica tion is that par
ents play a dominant role in Wucing or preventing their children from attend
ing school, and consequently, the schooling decision reflects heavily the pref

erences of the family rather than that of the child.

It then follows that,

given what we know about the individu al's characte ristics on leaving sch:>ol,
the endogenous choices and behavior that are to be explained start with age at

·::.....marriage or age at first birth, as well as the characte ristics of the husbarrl,
if she is married.

fdces
What are appropria te variables to use to explain h:msemld derrand .behavior and outcones related to child health? '1'be first najor class of factors is

prices. Prices are predetermined, if they are set by a market over which the
individua l has negligibl e control. The prices Itllst not vary with the quantity
demanded by the consµi:rer, or they would thereby be contaminated by constmer
choices ·ana tastes.l ll
Market price data is unfortuna tely rarely collected by h:>useh:>ld. denograph
ic-eoonomic surveys. '!be level of local wages may be available , and household
demand theory errphasizes the relevance of wage rates for nen, wonen

aoo

chil

dren to the choice of activitie s people undertake, particula rly market lalx>r
supply behavior. Other market prices are proxied by the availabi lity of
private and p.iblic services, where access is often a major part of "price"
variation . For market prices to differ across a population at one point in
tine, there nustbe sorrething separatin g markets, perhaps the ex>sts of
transport ing goods to consurrers or the costs of mig.rating to consmre innobile
services, or

ooth.

'lllis suggests the concept of market price irrplicitl y relates
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to an aggregation of oouseholds in a market area. Cross-sectional studies

require a sufficient nun:ber of ma.rket aggregates to provide a basis for
estimating the effect of •ma.rket prices" on b::>usehold dernards across these
local market areas. 'nle appropriate level of aggregation to measure ma.rket
prices deperxls on the good or service and \lrhat delimits its market.· Clearly it
is not awropriate to measure the houseoold's price by observing what the
household pays, as this will errbody the houseb:>ld's demand for "quality" in
that good, which is unlikely to be imepel'Xlent of its denand for "quantity".

For exanple, the family that spends a_great deal per visit to a doctor for
... their. children cannot be viewed as confronting a higher price for nedical care
· than neighbors ·who spend nuch less per visit to a doctor for tl)eir children.

Conversely, a houseoold located ina town that stems oore on public health·
programs than does the average town will. actually confront a lower "market"
price of nmical services, presumably of quality adjusted health care, that
,.· .bes not necessarily reflect the individual h>us~hold's preferences. Market

prices nust be measured, then, at a level of aggregation above the b:>useh:>ld to
assure tllat the prices are·exogenous to the b:>usehold's dernarxls and.behavioral
· outcomes which axiomatically depend also on the preferences of the
b:>useh:>ld.12/

Residential conrrunity characteristics ma.y be particularly useful in esti
mating inp.It demand relationships because they generally can be assumed exo
genous from the oou.seoold's point of view. Merging data on small conm.mity
markets-their wages, prices, and service programs-is a natural step toward
enpirical application of the b:>useh:>ld production-denand approach to child
survival. Extraction of "price" type variables from regionally aggregated data,

from a census or consuroor experx:Uture survey; for exarcple, to explain individ-'
ual houseoold behavior is increasingly connon in eoonomic dem:>graphy.
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~ems
The

secooo

class of demand determinants is the rouseoold's ownership of

factors of production.

~

prior discussion suggested why one might want to

treat the individual' s education as such a predeterminoo labor en-3owrcent.

It

maybe. us~ul to also treat vocational training as an exogenous <Eternu.nant of

demands. Inherited nonhuman wealth may, by the sazre logic, be viewed as given
to ltte. individual or at least largely outside of the individual' s a:>ntrol.
Although the ownership of land and reproducible capital is generally viewed as

exogenous to short run musehold a:>nsurrer behavior and to producer input allo
cation decisions, these stocks.of notihumcm wealth reflect lifeti.De accunulation
· behavior and may not be predetermined from the point of view of long-term derro
graphic behavior. Again, drawing the line between exogenoos constraints arrl
endogenous choices becorres a critical natter of m.xlel specificati on. In this

case, the characteriz ation of an individual' s initial eooownents might be in
ferred from family history questiormaires that seek to distinguish anong sourer
es of inherited weal.th and subsequent accunulation over the Wividual' s adult·
lifetime. Clearly, one sh:>uld distinguish between inherited wealth brought to
the houseoold by husband and wife an:1 that·brough t by other·n-embers.

_Environrrent
The third and final determinant of h:>useh:>ld dem..mds is the productive .

environrrent that is outside the behavioral a:>ntrol of the individual or
household.

A

local climate corrlucive to malaria, for exanple, nay increase

child m:>rtality. 'Ihe area may benefit from a public irrigation project that
alters cropping p:>ssibiliti es and raises the market value of laoo, but _sprea:is
schistosorn iasis. ~sulting changes in cropping p:ittems may then affect \teUnen's
enployrrent OH?Qrtunities, through encouraging, for exanple, rice or cotton
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a.tltivation that assigns greater value to the tasks that wnen appear to have a
con-parative advantage in perfonning. 'lbese technological characteristics of
the productive environment are related to geographical

am •administrative

aggregates that need to be specified for each productive process or out~.
'!here are likely to be many ramifications of a change in the local productive
environnent, obviously,

the net effect of these on child survival may not

and

always be clarified by theoretical insights but may sinply require extensive
enpirical study.·
-Health -Inputs--

Another tier of ciata required to estimate the structuralnodel relates to
child health inputs. The standard JOO<lical care i,nputs nust be Sllilmirily rreas
ured, for the statistical inefficiency of the two-stage estimation approach
.

argues against the
eyalµation e>f a ~very long list of inputs, particularly when
..
.

..

,

_,_

.

,··.·

.

.

..

the prices of the inputs and the incorre elasticities of their demand ~re

similar.

In addition to medical care inputs, birth order of the child, spac

ing, nunber of siblings,

and

age of m:>ther at birth are relevant data. All of

these aspects of the timing of family formation are toought to influence the
parent tirre and market resources ·available for child care arx1 other constmption
needs. Duration

am

extent of breastfeeding and nutritional inputs should be

sunmarized, perhaps by anthroponetic rreasures, such as height, weight arx1
skinfolds. Tirre inputs of nothers
functions should be quantified,

aoo

and

other persons performing child care

the educational attainrrent of these iooi

viduals recorded. Houseoold oonsunption patterns that may affect child survival
include whether the family

has

a protected water sua,ly or nodem sanitation

facilities, and various aspects of quality of housing. The productive activi
ties engaged in by oousehold nenbers, including the m:>ther

and

child, nay
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affect the provision of child care or exposure to particula r diseases or

occup;ttional hazards.
All of these potential inputs to child survival are to sane degree cooice
variables , even trough these household choices may not be strongly affected by
their oonsequences for child survival. Occup:ttiOnal choices, for exanple, may
be determined primarily by other factors (e.g., wage rates), even th:>ugh they
often entail exposure to different health risks.

·=-

'!be inrone effects associ

ated with the occupational choices may neutraliz e these differenc es in risks to
child survival, or they may not~ Direct rorrelati onal evidence is not likely
tQ clarify these issues, just as we have slowly learned t:hat the sinple oorre-

-~··.

·.

.

.

.

.

:

·.

lation of fertility and child m:>rtality is_not necessar ily a satisfact ory estimate of a causal relationshipo
The third type of health programs, tb:>se that alter the exogenous health

environ.ttent, can be treated as an input at the cannunity level eradicati ng or
oontrolli ng a local disease and thereby reducing child m:>rtality risks for all
persons.

As

suggested in Table 1, however, one has reason to expect such pro

grams to benefit differen tially the population according to their preprograi:n
capacity to protect thenselves through other inputs, such as npther's educa
tion, or father's wages, or houseoold nonhuman wealth. The production function
sh:>uld be specified to include interacti ons between inputs in these cases where
it is hypothesi?ed that inputs are substitut es or conplenents for one another.
ibe earlier discussio n of nother's education and program effects oould be gen
eralized to many pairs of inp..1ts. Enpirical study of such p:>tential inter
actions is possible whenever m:>re than one of the inp..1ts is neasured at the
musehold level. However, where both inp.lts areireasu red at the COitl'IIJJl.ity lev
el, nulticoll inearity across regions in various inp.1ts and input prices may
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make it difficult to observe sufficient independent variation in the
as

inputs

so

to test errpirically for cross-substitu tion effects in the production

function.

Experirrental design may ultimately be needed in the i.nplenentation

of p.iblic programs across regions to introduce indeperx:lent variation in the mix
. of prograll6 that would permit one to confidently neasure synergistic effects
moong·policy inp.lts of this form•. Nothing in the approach precludes, however,
estimating cross-substitut ion effects anong program inputs in the re:lu~form
child survival•eguation.l.31

.· An &llnrical

Exanple;

ll,S, •Infant ~alth Deteaninants

Experience in estimating "structural" health production functions is still
· very limited. OOy one study of infant health determinants has dealt with the
statistical problem of health heterogeneity (Rosenzweig

and

Schultz, 1982a).

~ timing and extent.· of prenatal medical care is not consistently associated
with infant health outcorres in large random sair4?les of

u.s.

births (Eisen,

1979). 'Ibis finding could be ·interpreted to suggest that·prenatai medical care

does· not systematically increase birth weight or inprove prospects for child .
survival, However, heterogeneity in health

endownents

rould lead wonen with

difficult pregnancies to secure earlier prenatal medical care and still report
below average child health outcones.

If this form of "adverse selection" of

ronpensatory early prenatal medical care were widesprea::l, health heterogeneity
would bias downward direct estimate$ of the "benefits" due to prenatal care.
To test this reasoning and apply the estimation strategy outlined in this

paper, Table 2 reports the sinple linear ooterminants of birth -weight, gesta
tion, and infant survival for a representative sample of over 9000 legitinate
births in too United States from 1967 to 1969. Coiwms (1), (3),

and

(5)
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Table 2
Proxim:tte Determinants of Infant Health Indicators:
Dependent Variable:

Birth Weight

Gestation
(weks)

(grams)

Infant fik>rtality
(1 = died)

~
(4)

OLS

(3)

-23.6
(4.16)

-.0091
(3.21)

-.0512
(2.18)

-.00015 .0043
(2.49)
(.81)

-10.0
(15.3)

-20.0
(3.84)

-.0082
(2.83)

-.0159
{.74)

.0000

3.05.
(2.41)

.486

-.0085
(1~52)

.ooso

(.12)

(.48)

-.0015 .0017
(3.12) (1.37)

22.9
(3.85).

67.0
(4.15)

.0044
(.26)

.0734
(1.10)

.0159
(13.4)

.0051
(1.05)

-250.
(16.6)
16.8
(1.21)
13.2
(.95)
3245.
(110.)

-242.
(10.1)
13.-7
(.86)
13.5
(.90)
3323.
(31.2)

-.725
(10.9)
.540
(8.89)
.110
(1.81)
39.2
(302.)

-.639
(6.46)
.522
(8.00)
.119
(1.91)
38.8
.· (88.1)

.0235
(5.06)
-.0084
(1.98)
-.0011
(.27)
· .0282
(3.12)

.0297
. (4.12)
-.0097
(2.04)
-.0017
(.39)
.0612
(1.91)

OLS

rvA'

(1)

(2)

Delay in Prenatal
Medical care

-1.96
(3.11)

Sm:>king while
Pregnant_Jcigarettes
per ·c1ay)

Age at

Estimation Method:

u.s. 1967-69*

OLS

(5)

NA'
(6)

Explanatocy variables:

(m:>nths)AI

(years)

,rth

Parity at BirthW'

. mack

1967
1968

Intercept

R2

.0540

F

78.39

.0242
32.37

34.12

(.04)

.0043
·c2.14>

.0287
30.13

40.52

14.73

Sample size= 9484
Dependent Variable Mean 3288.
(standard deviation)
(568.)

39.06
(2.47)

.0306
(.172)

.A/Endogenous variables estimated by instrurental variable (IV) uetlx>d.

Instrurrents include toose cited in ~senzweig and Schultz (1982a) plus
husband's education by five discrete levels, milk prices, share of laoor force
in manufacturing, governnent, agriculture, cx:mstruction, unenploynent rate,
population per oby-gyn, sex of child, part tine share of jobs, ease of divorce
laws,. AFOC paynent average, Medicaid includes family planning services.

~ absolute value oft ratios is reported in parentheses beneath the
regression coefficients. N:>te that in the case of colwms 5 and 6 the t ratios
are not unbiased, because the dependent variable is a binary variable (infant
m>rtality).
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report ordinary least squares

(ar..s)

estimates of the child health proouction

fwictions that would be biased by the hypothesized form of health heterogeneity
and self-selection of malth inp.its; the inputs analyzed are the notrer's delay

in seeking prenatal care, snoking while pregnant, age, and parity.

(2), (4),

and

Collnms

(6) report the instrunental variable estinates of the sane child

health production functions that are statistically consistent in the presence
of health heterogeneity. The following variables are selected as instrwrents:
education of nother and father, father!s incone,

.and

merged characteristics of

the residential. area such as prices, heal.th and family planning programs, and

labor force characteristics.
Health heterogeneity appears to mask al.IIOst c:orrpletely the.significant ben

eficial inpact of early prenatal nedical. care on these three infant health
indicators. 'Ile child health effect of postponing prenatal care is increesed.
twelve fold on birthweight, five fold on gestation, and the sign of the effect
''-1n infant nortality is reversed and becoires statistically significant when the
ag;>ropriate rv estimates replace the standard OLS estimates. A· nother who
delays one nonth in obtaining prenatal care raises her expected infant
rortality in this sanple by 14 percent acoording to the instrunental variables
estimates (Col. 6) that allow for the.health heterogeneity.
~

strong effects of snoking on birth weight that are noted in many direct

epidemiological studies of birth outcones are also evident in this sample (see
Col. 1). But allowing for health heterogeneity doubles the estimated effects
...

of S100king while pregnant on birth weight, while the effect on infant nortality
is also increased suootantially.

Although the age aoo parity of the nother exhibit a strong linear (aoo non
.linear) association with birthweight and infant survival in this sarrple, the
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instrurrental variable estirrates suggest there is relatively littie linear bio
logical effect of zrother's age on birth weight, gestation, or infant mrtality,
though

age

parity

and

cx>ntinues

to cx>ntribute to greater birth weight.

Interactions of

srroking, bJwever, are deleterious to the child's birthweight

(Rosenzweig and Schultz, 1982b).
?lie enpirical analysis of a probability sample of

o.s. births

matcherl

to

residential regional characteristics suggests that inferences drawn regarding

the child health effects of health

inp.its

can be sensitive to whether or not

heterogeneity in health endowrrents is present
behavior.

and

correlated with health ir,iput

In this enpirical exanple, child health effects ..of early prenatal

care are obscured by standard epidemiological

past studies

based in

nethods,

as·hasbeen the .case in

individual data. Allowing for the self-~election of

health inp.lts and the interactive role of health heterogeneity, one obtains

·strong·evidence that early prenatal medical care is beneficial in this

o.s.

popilation.

. &mnacy and COnclusions

Enpirical study of the biological and behavioral deteiminants of child sur
vival may proceed in two directi~ns: either to estinate the r.educed form un

oonditional relationships between child survival

and

individual-

and

oormunity-level variables that are assumed to be exogenous to the many
denographic, consumer,

and

producer cooices a h:>useh:>ld makes over tine (Figur_e

3, row lb); or to estimate both the demand equations for health inputs (Figure
3, row la) and the production function linking health inpits to child survival
by sinultaneous structural equation netb:x3s (Figure 3, row 2).
~

reduced-form equation for child survival may be estimatoo witb:>ut im

posing a great deal of structure on the problem, th>ugh specifying which
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variables are exogenous and endogenous to child survival rray prove
controversial. The cq:proach proposed here is that all events after the ~man
reaches ea:>nomic independence of her pa.rents and conpletes her scbx>ling are
reasonably treated as endogenous, and in particular the timing of her first
birth may be seen as the first life-cycle decision that may subsequently be an
inportant endogenous inp.1t to the health of her children.
i1ie biological production function for child survival can only be estimated

after rore structure is inposed on the problem, because in the presence of
health heterogeneity self-selected health inp.1ts will tend to be correlated
with the cbild's unobserved biological health. erxlowmant.

To eliminate the

bias due to self-selected inputs and heterogeneity, a two-stage estimation pro
cedure is outlined that estimates first the health input demand equations, and
then estimates indirectly the healthproduction function (Figure 3).

In the estimation of either the reduced-form equation or the health input
and prcxluction relationships, it is valuable to have.data collected both for

individuals from a representative sanple of oouseoolds and on prices, programs,
and

characteristics of the camunities in which these houseoolds are located.

Since the health inputs are often houseoold cooice variables, they are not in
dependent of the health endownents of the children, nor to the preferences of
houseoold IOOitbers. Consequently, the conmmity aggregate variables on prices,
wages, programs, and envirormental conditions are essential for the analysis,
because they

are outside the control of individuals in the b:>useoold, and

hence, they are legitimately treated as exogenous instruments. 'Ibis nerger of
micro

aoo macro variables

facilitates both types of enpirical research

strategies and draws the line.m::>re distinctly between endogenous and exogenous
variables for the purposes of studying the determinants of child health. The
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joint analysis of micro and nacro variables also permits the study of plausible
interactions bebt'een the two levels, such as that illustrated aoove between the
m:>ther's education and the COimlllllty level of program activity. Micro-level
observations on child survival, observed for the individual child or averaged
for each nother over all her children, also provide a fimer basis to explore

nonlinear response patterns than is feasible when analysis relies on aggregate
measures of child m:>rtality across regions.W

Qi the

other hand, narket prices

and certain forms of variation in the productive envirorment are o:mceived in
,·:a;.,-terrrs of aggregates over geographic and administrative regions.

Other

aggregates of individuals might also be considered, where it is hypothesized
that group identification influences the productive possibilities available to
individuals, such as their nenbership in a certain caste,. class, racial, or
religious group~ The absence of individual data, h:>wever, might conceal the
.interactive structure and nonlinear form of relationships, and confound
sinultanec:>us relationships and feedbacks.
If the general hypothesis of health heterogeneity is acceptErl, as I think
it m,ist be, the widely cited evidence of direct associations between proxinat;e

health inputs

and

child health outcomes cannot be accepted at face value as

evidence of causal relationships. The bias errbodied in these associations nay
be mininal, but I suspect it is frequently substantial.

The problem of

_evaluating health inputs may be p:1rticularly serious when it corres to ix>licy
interventions that subsidize the self-selected curative nedical services for
.acute illness.
More generally, if social and biological scientists are to proceed along

convergent research strategies in their analyses of the determinants of child
survival, they ItJJst rove toward a conm::>n framework~

'1hls frarrework nea:ls to
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draw clearly the stochastic distinction between iooependent or exogenous
variables and dependent or endogenous variables. Child survival shoold be

viewed as one anong many endogenous h:>useoold variables that are m:xlified by
economic and denographic cooices. Child survival nay be usefully interpreted
as directly conditioned on exogenous constraints and environnental conditions,

such as regional plblic programs, prices, wages, and individual biological
eoonomic endowmmts.

'lb

and

estimate the structure that links these exogenous

variables to child·survival will require added info:cnation about the problem.
'Ibis paper bas outlined one possible estination strategy for clarifying this
structure.
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N:>tes

l/ Exarrples abound of this form of bias misleading the researcher

woo tries to

characterize health technology from nonexperimental e~idence. Efforts to
estimate the effect of vaccinations on child survival, for example, are
bedeviled by the tendency for children who "naturally" get vaccinated to be
otherwise differ~t from nonvaccinated children, namely ~y t:.em. to reserve
other, unneasuredbeneficial health inp.lts.

2./ It is possible to identify the selection correction sol~ly on

the basis of

functional form··assunptions (Beckrran, 1979), but this seems to·place excessive
reliance on nonlinear specification choices, such as inplied by the probit or
· logit fornulation.

JI Mark Rosenzweig and I have examined

the possibility that education of the

m:>ther may achieve an increase in birth ~ight by three neans: altering the
measurable mix of inp.its to child health, enhancing the productivity of specific inp.its differentially, and exerting a neutral productivity enhancing
effect on all inputs. Thus far we have found nost of the effect of nother's
education on birth ~ight in the United States can be attributed to education's
effect on the mix of ~ t s used by nothers, tb:>ugh the exception may be in the
timing of the first visit to the ooctor for prenatal care, which app:ars to be
of enhanced value for nore educated nothers.

JI 'lhis section draws on the joint research

the auth:>r has been engaged in
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with Mark ~senzweig over several years that is SUIIII\3.rized in :A:>senz~ig and
Schultz, 1982b.
~ For further discussion with respect to 100rtality, see Schultz, 1980.

j/ Column A, secooo row (i.e., A.2) Wicates that if the informational roles

of both plblic health and family planning programs and maternal education are predominant, such programs are likely to have a greater effect on child health
•· in families with less educated woren, conpared to families in which the nother
.

.

.

has a higher level of schooling. This difference reflects the fact that the·
availability of information is only of value to households which have not al
ready acquired the information, nanely, to tb:>se who.face higher costs of in
foi:mation _acquisition.

If programs mainly lo~r the user cost of nodern health

inputs (column B), h>wever, higher educated families, who are alrea:ly nore a-

, ware of the •benefits" of such in};xlts, will be the ones benefiting nost, given
the informational role of education (B.2). With respect to the four other roles

of education, it

cannot

be established a priori who will benefit m:>re from the

plblic provision of technological infornation (A) relating to the production of
health, as the effects will depend on the type of information generated and on
wlknown differential incorre effects by m:>ther's education level.

Programs that cause the remission or eradication of disease from the camu
nity environment, without otherwise affecting the reginen of people, (column C)

have the p:>tential for narrowing m:>rtality differentials by educational class,
assuming that before the program disease is 100re conmm anong the least
educated. Broadly based eradication canpaigns are, therefore, likely to ben
efit nost the least educated, since it is inplicitly assurred that education's
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effect on the pre-program incidence of disease through roles 1, 2, 3, and 5
out~igh.s any effect arising from role 4.

ll For

exanple, if it is fouoo that the effects of health programs on child

survival are greater in families with less educated notbers, the joint :cypoth
eses that the programs reduce inp.it costs and that·rore educatErl m:>thers are
mre able ··'Cll'ld. willing to take advantage of such subsidized health services
(B.2) can be reject:ed. This is, incidentally, a widely accepted view of the
. -~- process by which public health services benefit disproportiona tely the m:>re
· educated ·(caldwell, 1979). It may be a valid hypothesis at very low levels of
income and average education, such as in sub-Saharan Africa, but may also be

rejected by data from higher incorre. populations, such as in Latin Anerica.

J/ In this context, it is not

the size of an

'It'

(or the portion of variation in

individual behavior which one explains) that is the awropriate criterion for
judging the "inp>rtance" of behavioral demands in the study of child survival.
!!be inp:>rtance of this relation·is better evaluated in·terms.of the magnitud~

of "slope" coefficients in conjunction with the range of changes that might
reasonably occur in the conditioning variables. Also the size of the slope
.coefficients relative to their standard error (i.e. t ratio} provides a useful
indicator of the precision of the slope coefficients•

.Y Ideally,

the theoretical structure will also inply the direction of sane

effects (one-tailed tests may then be applied} and restrictions across co
efficients in a single or a group of denaoo equations. This stronger level of
confirmation of theory, however,is uncomron where unconditional demand rela
tionships are being estimated, because the demand and production pararreters
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·(

cannot generally be separately identified. If the estimated slope of the
relationship

does

not exceed 2.4 tines its standard error

(two

tailed test,

sarrple size exceeding 60), one cannot be confident that 1n·even 99 percent of
the random samples wuld the slope coefficient be different from zero.

·rn this

case, where that ratio is less than 2.4, the relatio~hip can be viewed as
suggestive, but not confinred with nuch confidence.
exclusive

and

In the case of nutually

exhaustive discrete variables oonditioning an outcome (e.g.

racial groups), the joint F test may be enployed, as the suppressed category is
· arbitrary and hence the magnitude Of the individual class o:>efficient and
associatedt ratios are meaningful only relative to the (arbitrarily)
suppressed class•

.lO/ For instance, this framework is not designed to help interpret the i."lverse
partial correlation between ownership ofoonsumer durables (toilets) and child
survival, even tb:>ugh child survival may be affected by sanitation facilities._
Neither can one interpret causally the sinple association between wonen's
enployment behavior and their fertility. Both outcomes are jointly detemined
.

.

choices, just as the quantities

of

apples and oranges purchased by the a:msuner

are joint decisions, to sorre degree, linked through the budget constraint and
probably related in the utility function. We "-"uld not expect a regression of
apples on oranges to be interpreted as suggesting that apple purchases have the
associated effect on the p.irchases of oranges. They are both outcorres of a
system of denand equations determined by prices, emownents, and preferences.

11/ 'llle shadow pri~ of

the final

conmxlities produced in the b:>ne are not
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identic al to narket prices, for they are an amalgam of the prices of tirre and
goods inputs, and because the irxlivid ual's tine may be valued differe ntly
on what the individual ooes, the shadow prices reflect consl.lirption
and labor suwly ch:>ices of the individ ual. Thus, the comrodity prices
dependi ng

discusse d by Becker (1965) and later Willis (1974) with regard to the
houseoold's tirre allocati on or ch>ice of fertilit y do not satisfy the criteria ·
for market prices that are appropr iately treated as exogenous determinants of
clenand.

12/ flus assumes explici tly that people

do

not migrate to a COIITllllllty where the

availab le mix of plblic service s fits their tastes. Cnce it ip admitted that
interreg ional migration is heavily detennined by people' s preferences for child
surviva l (or closely related h>usehold comoodities such as fertilit y), then .
regiona l charact eristics are not a suitabl e basis for purging the input deIIand
equations of the effect of health heterog eneity. Conversely, if goverrments
locate health·programs in regions that.hav e an unusual average level of health
~ t , say areas where malaria is still uncontr olled, then care nust be
:e'xerc:ised in interpre ting the "effect • of such programs on child surviva l. In
this case, the regional health program becorres itself a resp::>nse to

~1:'. ;,;-:.-.·:.;~~~;..;..~· ·-(:-:.:-:: :

"endownents" and nust be explained by the m::>re basic govemnental priorit ies in
conjunction with regional charact eristics . See Schultz , 1983.

l3/ For exanple, Schultz (1971) estimated across 361 regions of Taiwan the
cross-s ubstitu tion effects on fertilit y of differe nt types of field workers in
the family planning program. Thus, in a locality that boo alrea:ly received
nuch attentio n by "prepregnancy health workers• the "village health education
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workersw v.1ere notably less effective in reducing birth rates arrong older ~n.
This conclusion was derived from a reduced-form specification of a fertility

equation t.hat assuned child rortality as predetermined.

W Categorical or higher order polynomials
be introduced.

in the explanatory variables might

Box-COx (1964) power transfornations might also discriminate

aroong alternative functional forns for the dependent variable, as well as tlx>se

for the explanatory variables.

.

.,,

.
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